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Summary

Studios have existed in Taiwan for a long time and indeed play an essential role in some 

students’ art learning processes. There are earlier studies on art studios in Taiwan, but research on 

actual students’ perspectives, is limited. This study interviewed 24 visual art students to understand 

their learning motivations and selection criteria for studios. The study examines studio course 

content, teaching methods and the characteristics of different courses. Participants reflected on 

what they learned in the studios and provided personal viewpoints on prior learning. Interviewees 

addressed their experiences at 55 studios in Taiwan during the 1990s and 2010s and discussed the 

studio situation in Taiwan from learners’ perspectives. 

It was found that young learners’ studio attendance is mostly influenced by their parents’ 

choices. Parents noted their children’s interest in drawing and supported it. Many parents believed 

in the importance of developing their children’s multiple talents, and visual art is a popular choice. 

As students matured, the motivation to take studio courses was driven more by intrinsic needs, 

not their parents’ wishes. The findings indicated five major reasons for attending studios. Students 

take studio courses to meet parents’ expectation, learn more about art, enhance their skills, interact 

with peers, and find suitable opportunities to produce art outside of school. Learning motivations 

changed over time to become more concrete, as students will have different selection criteria at 

different stages of learning. Overall, learners choose studios that meet their needs for growth, and 

also consider each studio’s convenience, reasonability, suitability, and professionalism.

Studio course content and teaching methods were influenced by student age. Studios designed 

for young children divided courses based on age, and teachers pre-selected a theme and designed 
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lessons based on that theme. Teaching methods also varied in different studios for young students, 

ranging from encouraging young children to imitate images to developing imaginative and 

creative potential.

Studio courses for secondary school students, in contrast, showed more similarities. At that 

level, courses were often based on the medium. Drawing and watercolor were popular; students 

learned to draw or paint objects progressing from the simple to the more complicated. Still life 

drawing/painting and imitating chosen images were typical activities. Progress in this type of 

studio lesson had three stages. First, the instructor and students negotiated on the medium and 

theme for that day. Second, the students would draw or paint under their teacher’s guidance. Third, 

students in collaboration with a teacher revised their artwork taking their teacher’s suggestions.

In addition to these commonly observed phenomena, studios had different course orientations. 

Some helped students get into good schools at the next level, while others focused on fostering 

each learner’s art interests and artistic potential. Studios that helped students get into art programs 

at the next level placed heavy emphasis on tutoring for entrance exams, winning art competitions, 

and preparing portfolios. Learners in an academic-oriented studio were generally students from 

the 5th to 12th grade. Teachers here worked to improve their students’ realistic drawing skills, and 

some interfered with students’ art making processes and modified student work to have it look 

more professional. They also closely observed and analyzed exam content to help their students 

get into art programs. Some students commented that good progress was made initially in their 

skill at rendering realism (draw or paint realistically) in this type of studio; however, they soon 

became bored by the heavy emphasis on skill building and creating artwork that appealed only to 

judges. Course content in these studios was also similar—still life drawing and painting, copying 

selected images, and using mediums tested during exams, i.e., pencil, charcoal, watercolor and 

ink brush. Repetitive practices and the focus on good grades or winning competitions produced 

worry that this kind of training could hinder students’ imagination and creative self-expression.

In contrast, studios that initiated and maintained student interests and artistic potential focused 

more on the learners’ needs. Instructional atmosphere in this type of studio was more relaxed, and 

instructors paid more attention to creative uniqueness and respected individuality. Student age 

ranged from young children to adults. Preparation for art exams and winning art competitions 

were less emphasized. Course content and teaching methods still reflected an instructor’s teaching 

philosophies, but students had a greater degree of freedom and instructors intervened less. 

Participants in the study indicated what they learned at their studios. They became familiar 
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with the use of different art mediums and the process of art making. Studio courses helped them 

prepare for art exams, released pressure and tenseness, and increased their connections with 

others with similar artistic interests. Some students developed good personal relationships with 

their studio teachers and saw them as role models. In sum, learning in a studio offers positive 

influences. However, repetitive exercises can become boring and the art making process can 

be reduced to only step-by-step art making, a formula. Too much emphasis on how to create 

artwork that attracts judges can minimize opportunities for students to create art that expresses 

what they truly think and feel, thus limiting their self-expression and ideas about art in the long 

run. Interaction with peers does contribute to student growth, but it also increases pressure due to 

enhanced competition. 

The research participants identified both positive and negative influences and stated their 

ideas of art and the studio changed over time. Some students put heavy emphasis on learning 

technical skills and preparing for school advancement. They realized their earlier ideas of art were 

limited, so greater realistic skills were seen as successful artwork. However, as they continued to 

learn, particularly at the university level, they realized that art needs to encompass the full diverse 

range of possibilities and expressions. There is more to art than realistic or technical skills. The 

meaning or impacts of the studio experience thus evolved over time, as students’ art learning 

process integrated prior experiences with ever newer ones. Based on these research findings, this 

paper offers suggestions for students, studio teachers, and future researchers. 
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